
Care 
Medical 115 Hurley Road Building 3A Oxford, CT 06478 

CONFIDENTIAL CORRESPONDANCE 
George Pangburn, Director 
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region 1 
475 Allendale Road 
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406-141 5 

Re: Confirmatory Letter No. 1-04-007 

Dear Mr. Pangburn, 

We would like to thank you for bringing this discrepancy in the Sealed Source Device 
Registry as it relates to the Mentor brachytherapy seed to our attention. We endeavor to 
maintain the highest standards of compliance to all regulations and requirements as it relates 
to our products. 

In our initial license application we stated that in our production processes: 

“Neither the sealed sources nor the “seed spacers” are modified in a way that would allow 
them to react or interact in a way that they were not intended to. Connecting the “seed 
spacers” to the ends of the sealed sources do not change the intended form fit or function of 
the original NRC registered devices.” 

We stand by this statement and would like to take this opportunity to present the technical 
basis for this claim. 

The issue at hand is the information stated in the Sealed Source Device Registry filed by 
Mills Biopharmaceuticals for its seeds. In the registry a temperature and pressure limitation 
of 280.4” F at no more than 35 PSI pressure is placed on their sealed source. Although not 
stated, it would appear than these specification limitations refer to typical Autoclave 
sterilization cycle parameters and not process temperatures. 

Advanced Care Medical has established a criterion that all seeds used in our program will 
comply with IS0 291 9-1 99E. This standard states that the design and testing criteria for 
sealed sources require that the source withstand temperatures of 800” C or 1472” F for a one 
hour soak time and then be plunged into water at 15” C for thermal shock. These criteria are 
the same for ANSI N44.1-I 973. 



sources to a temperature of = for only a few seconds. 
and the time the source is exposed to a temperature above 

ambient temperature occurs over the following 

lSOp291 9-1 99E 1472" F One Hour 0 Minutes 
ANSI N44.1-1973 1472" F One Hour 0 Minutes 

TemDerature 1 Time I Return to Ambient 

Our process temperature and times were established by using - in maximum 
h our safety margins. Thermal 
to ambient temperature. 

Further, our internal process controls ensure complete line clearance between each order. 
Processing equipment and tools are wipe tested and results logged to determine that no 
leakage has occurred before the next order is processed. 

In the last two years we have delivered over - sources that have gone through our 
process without a single incidence of reported leakage prior to this event. 

Beyond the technical basis that supports our processes we also check each Seed Vendor for 
regulatory compliance. Seed Vendors who enter into our program on a full time basis 
generally sign our standard Service Agreement which outlines their product compliance as 
stated in paragraph 3.2b: 

"Manufacturer hereby represents, warrants and covenants to ACM as follows: 

that the Products provided will be of a professional quality, conforming, in all material respects, to generally 
accepted industry standards and practices for similar products, and shall comply with IS0 2919-199E 
classification (233x42. The Manufacturer, without any expense to ACM, shall obtain all required licenses and 
permits, and shall obey and abide by all applicable laws, regulations, ordinances and other rules of the United 
States or the state in which the Products are being provided, or any other duly constituted public authority as 
applicable to this Agreement." 

The determination of whether a Seed Vendor meets this criterion is based on evidence of one 
or more of the following requirements: 

1. Evidence of a current CE mark for their product (CE requires compliance with IS0 
2919-1 99E) and/or 

2. Copies of their IS0 291 9-1 99E on file at our offices and/or 

3. A signed copy of our service agreement as referenced above, stating that they comply 
with IS0 291 9-1 99E 



Mentor is a limited user of our program. When Mentor requested us to process their sealed 
sources for a limited number of their accounts we check to see if Mentor had a CE Mark on 
their product. The fact that Mentor had a valid CE Mark met one of the criteria we have 
established above and it was determined that the Mentor seed was compliant with IS0 291 9- 
199E based on that criteria. 

In reading the Mills Biopharmaceuticals Sealed Sources Device Registry, it appears that 
some references to temperature are ambiguous, and/or unclear. It is not clear whether the 
limitations on high temperature and pressure are related to Autoclave sterilization cycle 
limitations that would be used by the end user or are written to modify the overall test criteria 
in their Prototype Testing section of ANSI N44.1-1973. 

All other Sealed Source Device Registry's for our other Seed Vendors refer to an Autoclave 
temperature and pressure limitation but go on to reference the acceptable high temperature 
for their sealed source device ranging from 400" C to 800" C. This may be an oversight or 
unintended omission during the registry of the Mills Biopharmaceuticals sealed source. 

We have contacted Mentor and asked for clarification in this matter and they have responded 
with the attached letter and relevant ANSI standard. Mentor states in this letter in point 
number two that the Mills Biopharmaceuticals sealed sources comply with ANSI N44.1-1973 
integrity and testing specifications which includes testing the sources to temperatures of 
1472" F for the appropriate cycle times mentioned above. This information from Mentor 
assures us that their sealed sources are equivalent to our other Seed Vendors products and 
are safe to use in our manufacturing processes. 

We hope this clarifies the situation and if further information is required from us we are at 
your service. 

I have included the ANSI Standard for your review and a redacted copy of this letter that can 
be published to the appropriate public websites. 

Sincerely, 

ical 
Vice President / Technical Director 

Encl.: Mentor letter dated 9-2-04 
Copy of the ANSI 44.1-1 973 standard 
Redacted copy of response for public site 
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Abstract 

This standard establishes integrity requirements ami test specifications for selected sealed medf- 
cal sources used in Interstitial, intracavitary, and topical therapy (commonly referred to as 
brachytherapy). The standard i s  limited to the traditional types of sources with well-established 
medical uses and does not provide criteria for sources used in aftarloadad devices. The three 
categories of sources covered by the standard are "tubes or capsules" and "needles" containing 
226 Ra, 'OCo, or 137cs, and "beta applicators8' containing either 90Sr or 226 Ra. The standard 
establishes performance test specifications for temperature, impact, percussion, bending, tensile 
stress8 and PUnCtUre. All source types must pass the temperature, impact, and percussion tests, 
whlch are the same tests for classification of a source as "special form" under the transportation 
regulations of the Department of Transportation and the lnternational Atomic Energy Agency. 
In addition, the bending test is required for "interstitial needles" and the tensile stress and 
puncture test for the "beta applicators." A source is deemed pass the test If it is "free of 
visual defects" and "demonstrates leakage of less than 60 nCi (10 nCi of radon in 24 hours in 
the case of '" Ra sources).'' The standard also requires a qualitpcontr,ol program "to insure 
that t h e  production units will heve the same integrity and meet the same requirements as the 
production unlts tested pursuant to this standard." The quality-control program further re- 
quires that each sourca before transfer be tested for and demonstrate leakage of less than 5 nCI 
(1 nCi of radon in 24 hours in the case of 226 Ra sources). 

.. . 
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(TI& Foreword fs not a part of Amedcan National Standard Integdty and Test Speolficatlons for selected F 0 I e w 0 r d Brachytherapy Soarces, N44.1-1973.) 

Radioacthe contadnation and leakage of radium brachytherapy sources have been identified 
by state radiation control agendes as a common problem. Although the guidance of American 
National Standard C4dfication of Sealed Radioactive Sources, N5.10-1968, has been utlli.led 
as a source of criteria for medical source standards, deficiences in this standard have also been 
recognized. 

Accordingly, when American Nattond Standards Committee N44, Equipment and Materials for 
Medical Radiation Applications, was organized, Subcommittee W Z ,  Therapeutic Radiology, 
accepted the challenge to prepare a standard that was specific for medical radiation source ap- 
plications, The performance standard developed is specific €or selected brachytherapy sourim 
and provides appropriate criteria for tubes, interstitial needles, and beta applicators. The stan- 
dard appjies @ elected brachytherapy sources of conventional design and not to the newer 
source designs used in interstitial or intracavitary afterl0;lding. The performance tests in this 
standard utiuZe existing test methods for ''special form" in the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) Reguhtions for the we lhmsport of Radhctive Mat&, Safety Series 
No. 6 and other tesb-unique for medical applications. 

Parallel efforts within Subcommittee N44-2 were directed toward developing American National 
Standard for Leak-Testing Radioactive Brachytherapy Sources, ~44.2-1973. The leak-test stan- 
dard is referenced in this standard to provide an accepted method for determining source integ- 
rity following conduct of a given performance test. 
Suggesffons for improvement of this standard will be welcome. They should be sent to the 
Arnedcan National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018. 

. 

American National Standards Committee on Equipment and Materials for Medical Radiation 
Applications, N44, had the following members at  the t h e  it processed and approved this stan- 
dard: - 
Awe H. Dahl, Chairman 
John L. Hickey, secretary 

Organization Represented Nme of R w n t a t i v e  
Antedcan Assoohtion for the Advancement of Sdence. ................. (RepxesentaUon Vacant) 

. . c!harlesLDonham(Ait) 
American AmcIation of ObsteMcians and Gynacalogkts ................ Clayton T. Beecham 

hI@ c Lewis, (m) 
Amerlcan Association of Physicists in Medicins ...................... Robert Loevjnger 

Leonard Stanton (Alt) 
American chemical Society ................................. E& P. Steinbe@ 
Arnstfcan ChIropraoUC Association ............................. J w p h  W. Howe 

T. M. Goodrich (Alt) 

Joseph F. Ross Wt) 
AmdcanCoJlegeof Radiology ............................... S. Reid Warren, Jr 
Amedcaa Coaftxence of Covemmmtd InduW Hygiedsta ............ :Gordon Lodde 

Jacqueline Messite (Alt) 
AmerIcanDentalkstoclation ................................ Albert G. Rlchatds 
American Federation of Labor & Congress of Industrial Orgenizationa ......... George Taylor 

Jeck Sum (Alt) 
American Industrial H W n e  Association. ......................... John 1. Few 
American Inarrance Assodation. .............................. Arthur Neilson 
American Medical Technologists ............................... John M. Rhodtrs 

American Nucleat Society .................................. Herbert M. Pnrkar 
American Osteopathlc h o l a t i o n  ............................. William E Setts Jr 

Amaican Osteopathic Cobm of Radiology. ....................... M. Cuman Petfapiece 

AmeriCancollegeOfPhyd~ ................................. H e r v y N . W ~ a j  Jr 

3 . ThomasA.Pancr,(Alt) 

Robert R Rosenbaum (AN) 

Robert R Rosenbmm (at) 
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This standard was developed by a task group under the direction o€ Subcommittee N44-2 on ’ 
Therapeutic Radiology, Norman Simon, chainnaa (The Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, N.Y.); 
Cail D. Schmidt, Sectetary (Bureau of RadIolo$cal Health of the U.S. Public Health Service, 
Food and Drug Admtnistration). The task group had the following members: 

e.. . ~ T.N.Lahr,Cheinnan Paul Bsdrordan 
(3M Company) @nvhntnentd Protection Agency) 

Paul Duncombel 
(AmenhamJsezula) 

Warmr P. Holm 
(Radium Chd.cal Company) 

Leonard Horn 
. Wnddters’  Laboratories, Inc) 
1. P. Vwrltn& Jr 
WS. Atomic Energy Commipslon) 
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American National Standard 
Integrity and Test Specifications 
for Selected .Brachytherapy Sources . 

. .  . 

1. Scope 

"his standard establishes the integrity requirkments 
and test specifications for selected, sealed brachy- 
therapy sources. The particular criteria and specifica- 
tions required are those that are appropriate to the 
various types of sources being considered. The standard 
does not attempt to establish design requirements, but 
rather establishes performance requirements for the 
particular sources involved, such that any sources pass- 
ing these tests shall be expected to be acceptable for 
use in brachytherapy. 

2. General Considerations 

Many dtfferent types of radiation sources have been 
proposed and are being used for brachytherapy on an 
experimental basis, and it is not felt to be practical to 
devise a set of standards and specifications to cover 
every possible source conff guration and construction. 
Rather, this standard is lirnited to those radiation 
sources that have well-established medical uses and are 
an important part of radiological practice L of the a p  
p r o d  date of this standard. Such devices include both 
beta- and gamrnaemttting radiation sources. The three 
categories involved include tubes or capsules containing 
2b6Ra, 6 0 ~ ,  or 1 3 7 ~ ,  interstitial needles containing 
any of these three isotopes, and beta applicators con- 
taining either O o S r  or 2a6Ra. Other types of brachy- 
therapy sources are specifically beyond the scope of 
this staadard. 
For purposes of this standard, gamma-emitting 

sources are divided into two categories: tubes and nee- 
dles. By debition, tubes are those sources that: (1) are 
not intended for direct implantation, (2) have an out- 
side diameter of at least 1.9 mm, and (3) have a length- 
to-diameter ratio less thawlo. Any source that does 
not meet all three of these requirements shall be clast- 
fied and tested as a needle. Because of the more rigor. 
ous conditions of use of needles, certain additional 
tests (see 3.2.2) are required of these units. 

It shall also be understood that brachytherapy 

mqces designed for beta irradiation shall be classified 
as beta applicators, regardless of purpose, and include 
items s y h  as ophthalmic applicators, nasopharyngeal 
applicators, and slmflar beta applicators. ' 

3. Intekfitycriteria ' 

3.1 General. The integrity criteria listed herein for 
each type of brachytherapy source include integrity in 
those envlronments that are felt to be appropriate to 
the use and potential accident conditions'assodated 
with each type of unit. A number of addent  situations 
can be postulated; these generally include.high tempera- 
ture, immersion in water following high temperature 
(as in the case of a fire), percussion, and impact. For 
certaiy types of sources, hazards.such as bending, ten- 
sile stress, and puncture stress may be sigdficant. The 
test environments and specifications are described in 
detail in Section 4. 

It shall be'uriderstood that these pre destructive 
tests; that is, upon completion of the tests, the source 
is not expected to be usefbl, but only to have retained 
its integrity. Retention of integrity shalt be determined 
by visual inspection and witable leakage tests, as de- 
scribed in American National Standkd for Leak-Testing 
Radioactive Brachytherapy Sources, W.2-1973. For 
purposes of this standard only, retention of integrity is 
defined as absence of leakage of radioactive material at 
a level that would be expected to be sijpiflcant from a 
health and safety standpoint (see 4.1). 

3.2 Crlteh 
3.21 Tubes. Tubes containing 

6oCo shall be of such design andconstruction that they 
will retain theh integrity when subjected to the test 
environments for temperature (see 4.2.1), impact (see 
4.2.2), and percussion (see 4.23). 
3.2.2 Needles. Needes - including sheath needles 

witb cell inserted -containing 22*Ra, lS7Cs, or 6oCo 
shall be of such design and construction that they will 
reMn their integrity when subjected to test environ- 
ments for temperature (see 4.2.1), impact (see 4.2.2), 

lj7Cs, and 

7 
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number 3.5 to 45  on the Vickers scale, imd not more 
than 2.5 cm thick, supported by a smooth, essentially . 
upyfetding, surface. 

Upon completion of this test, the source shall be 
examined visually and subjected to an appropriate 
leakage test as described in American National Stan- 
dard N44.2-1973. 

4.2.4 Bending. The bending test shall be carried out 
using a needle having an overall length of at least 3 cm, 
secured in a suitable furture, such that the source can 
be bent to a 90" angle over a 3-mm radius. The test 
shall be carried out by securing the source in a fixture 
to approximately one third of its total length, grasping 
the protruding portion with pliers or another suitable 
instrument, exerting force suchas to cause bending of 
the source over the radius. The source shall be bent to 
an angle of at least 90" from the origid orientation 
and then straightened to its original configuration. 

murce shall be visually examined and subjected to an 
appropriate leakage test as described in American Na- 
tional Standard N44.2-1973. 

4.25 Tensile Stress Test The needles to be sub- 
jected to the tensile stress test shall be secured by ' 

pointed end in a suitable fixture. At least one third of 
the total length of the needle shall be sewred in the 
fixture. Suitable frxtures include those similar to drill 
or lathe chucks. A total mass of 11 kg shall then be 
suspended from the eyelet end of the needle by means 
of a wire or suitable hook mounted through the eyelet. 
The test mass shaU be suspended therefrom for a period 
of at least 60 seconds, 

In the event that the eyelet breaks through or the 
plug at the eyelet end is pulled out by the test, the 
source shall be considered to have failed the test regard- 
less of the results of the visual inspectlon and leakage 
test, which shall be made upon completion of the test. 

4.2.6 Puncture Test. A puncture test shall be car- 
ried out on all beta applicators by exerting B pressure 
of at least 1400 kg/cma against the face, window, or 
center portion of the source using a 0.8-mmdiameter 
steel ram. The r a m  should be chamfered or rounded to 
avoid shear; however, the diameter of the flat portion 
shall be 0.8 mm. This can best be accomplished by 
placing the ram against the appropriate portion of the 
source (usually the geometric center of the window) 
and loading a total of 7 kg onto the ram. This is a static 
test, and therefore one should avoid droppi& the 
weights or applying the pressure suddenly. After load- 
Ing of the ram is complete, the pressure shall be main- 
tained against the window for 8 period of at least 60 
seconds. 

Upon completion of the test, the test sources shall 
be examined visually and subjected to an appropriate 

Upon completion of the test as described above, the 
. 
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leakage test as described fn American National Stan- 
dafd N44.2-2973. 

5. QualityControl 

5.1 Genemi. A viable quallty-control program is an 
essential part of both the design and manufacture of 
brachytherapy sources under the requirements of this 
standard. It is the purpose of the quality-control pro- 
gram, especially as regards acceptaim testhg of pro- 
ductton units, to insure that the production units will 
have the same inteaty and meet the same require- 
ments as the prototype units tisted pursuant to this 
sfandard. It is not the purpose of this section to de- 
scffbe 8 specific system of q d t y  control but rather to 
set the requirements for such a system, leaving imple- 
mentation of the system to the source manufacturer. 

5.2 Design Requirements All sources shall be capable 
of passing the integrity tests as described herein. Each 
type of brachytherapy source shall be capable of use in 
the medical environment for which it is designed, for 
long periods of time - typ idy ,  5 to 20 years. Such 
environments include, but are not limited to, steriliza- 
tion, ultrasonic cleaning, radiation damage, and numer- 
ous small mechanical insults such as abrasion, impact, 
etc. In the design of any brachytherapy s o w ,  particu- 
lar care should be paid to specificatfon of appropriate 
materials to give the highest possible resistance to cor- 
rosion, particularly by body fluids, sterilizing solutions, 
and other hospital environments. Choice of materials 
in the same source should always be such as to e W  
nate completely, or reduce the possibility of, galvanic 
action or other electrochemical corrosion. Wherever 
practicable, insoluble radioactive materials in a physical 
form not tending to pulverize into airborne respirable 
particles should be chosen such as to minimize the 
possibility of widespread contamination in the event 
of catastrophic destruction of a source. 

53 Materials Specifications and Control. The qudty- 
control program shall be such as to insure that substan- 
tlally the same radioactive and nonradfoactive materials 
specified by the design and qualified according to this 
standard are incorporated in aU production units. The 
q d t y a n t r o l  program shall provide that aU authotiza. 
dons for procurement or fabrication of materials are in 
sufficient detail to define the materials, processes, and 
performance to assure that the production sources are 
equivalent in every way to the qualified prototype units. 
Purchase orders to external vendors and intemal mariu- 
facturing releases and documents are included 
foregoing authorizations. ' 

the 
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"be quality-cantd program shall provide a means 
of identifying mataids and components, whether they 
ateh process or i storage. Materials that have lost 
their identity or ae otherwise not properly idenwed 
as to specification sWS not be used. Quality-control 
programs shall pmdde a means of identifying and segre- 
gating material thrt has been rejected or has not been 
released for further production. A procedure for sub- 
sequently releasing tbis material for production, based 
on evaluation of mkquent  rework or on accumula- 
tion of additional hfonnation that was prevlously 

':lack& Shan be paorMed. 

3.4 Acce!ptanu~ %dug. hior to release or transfer to 
.'.any user, all radiation murces prepared under the re- 
,quirements of thir standard shall be subjected to amp 
itance testing. Su& testing shall include, as a mtnimum, 
visual inspection lod a leakage test as specffied in Amer- 
ican National S t a d d  N44.2-1973. Wherever practical, 
sources ahall be scdaUy identified so that traceability 
to test data can be hplemented if required. 

Quality-control mord keeping shall be such as to 
provide documentation of acceptance testing on all pro- 
duction units. Such documentation shall be provided to 

> 

. 

the customer in the form of leak-test certifici~tes, etc, 
with the brachytherapy mums. Production records 
shall be maintained for a period of t h e  commensurate 
with the usable life of4he radiation sources. 
No source shall be transferred to a user unless visual 

inspection bas indicated no significant defects in manu- 
facture, particulatly those k i y  to result in 8 loss of 
integrity. Further, each source, before transfer, shall be 
tested for leakage by at teast one of the methods de- 
scribed in America Nationai Standard N44.2-1973 or 
an equivalent method. Acceptability of the source, shall 
be inatcated by mmoval.of less than 5 nci of the rad* 
isotope (except 2 2 6 ~ )  fn one of the tests designed to 
demonstrate contamination of the outer capsule (smear 
test, immersion test, etc) and by presence of a hermetic 
Seat according to a leakage .test dexign to'demonstrate 
this gtuation. ~n the case of 
ability is indicated by a leakage rate of less than 1 nCi 
of radon in 24 hours. 

rr f~ ~ m m e n d ~  that a Value not greater than one 
tenth of the foregoing radioactivity limits be chosen as 
a production controf point and that no source that 
exceeds this value be transferred by a manufacturer to 
a user for use as a brachytherapy source. . . 

- 

sources, accept- 

. 

L 
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American National Standards 

The standard in this booklet is  one of nearly 6,600 standards approved to date 
by the Arnerlcan Ndtional Standards Institute, formerly the USA Standards In- 
stitute. 

The Standards institute provides the machinery for creoting voluntary stan- 
dards. It serves to eliminate duplication of standards activities and to weld con- 
flicting standards into single, nationally accepted standards under the designa- 
tion "American National Standards." 

Each standard represents 'general agreement among maker, seller, and user 
groups as to the best current pradke with regard to some specific problem. Thus 
the completed standards cut awss the whole fabric of production, distribution, 
ond consumption of goods and services. American National Standards, by reason 
of Institute procedures, reflect o national consensus of manufacturers, Consumers, 
and scientific, technical, and professional organizations, and governmental agen- 

.cies. The completed standards are used widely by industry and commerce and 
often by municipal, state, and federal governments. 

The Standards instituk under whose auspices this work 3s being done, i s  lb 
United States clearinghouse and coordinating body for standards activity on the 
national level. It is a federation of trade associations, technical societies, pmks- 
sional groups, and consumer organizations, Some 1,000 companies ore afnlioted 
with the Institute as company members. 

The American National Standards Institute is the United States member of the 
International Organization for Standordization (ISO), the International Electre 
technical Commission (IEC), and the Pan American Standards Commission 
(COPANT). Through these channels American industry mak- its position felt on 
the international level. Amerkan National Standards are on fib In the libraries . 

of the notional standards bodies of mom than 50 countries. 

For a free l ist of all American National Standards, writer 

American National Standards InstttUte, Inc 
1430 Broadway . ' New York, Ne Y. 10018 
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p e r d o n  (see 4.2.3), bending (see 4.2.4), and tensile 

3.2.3 Beta Appli~tors. Beta applicators containing 
'OSr or '"Ra shall be of such design and construction 
that they will retain their integrity whenxubjected to 
the test environments for temperature (see 4.2.1), im- 
pact (see 4.2.2), percussion (see 4.23), and puncture 
(see 4.2.6). 

stre& (e 4.25). 

4. Prototype Test Specifications 

4.1 General. Prototype tests shall be carried out.on 
sources identical to productionanits, with the excep. 
tion that nonradioactive prototypes may be substituted 
for radioactiveunits in cases where evidence of hteg- 
rity can be established by leakage @st methpds appro. 
priate to nonradioactive sources. The nonradioactive 
leakage test used shall provide sufficient sensitivity to 
determine'the acceptaMitiy of a source fotrowhg -the 
t h  desctlbedin 4.2. 
Identity or equivalen&e of the prototype to a p p  

ductlon unit shall be strictly interpreted with regard to 
ChemlcaI form, sealing methods, source materials; etc. ' 
However, differences in noncritical physical dimensions 
are allowed. As &I example, tests on interstitial needles 
may be carried out on need& of one length only and . 

the results applied to all needles of identicat construcr- 
tlon. 

A h u m  of Go protoiype or production sources 
shall be used for each test en%onment required. The 
tests shall not be conshed as being cumulative, a l e  

though sources that have been subjected to one test 
environment may be qbjected to additional environ- 
ment& provided that evaluaiion of the source integrity 
is made.at the end of each test; 

Upon completion of each test as described in 4.2, 
the unit tested 'shall be examined visually and subjected 
to at least one of the leakage tesb. described in Ameri- 
can National Standard for W-TkSting Radioactive 
Brachytherapy sdurq, N44.2i1973. To demons@e . 

retention of integrity; for pwp&s of thls standard 
only, the source shall: (1) be free of visual defects that 
could result in re1eaSe of iadioactive material, either 
immediatefy or during packaging and disposition of 
the same; and (2) demonstrate leakage of less than 50 
nCi (IO nCi of radon in24 hours in the case of 226Ra 
sources) or retention of hermetic seal as determined by 
the appropriate leakage test or tests in Ameriim Na- 

The test speclfications described in 4.2 are accept- 
able and recommended methods for running the tests 

. 

. 
. 

. tional Standard.N44.2;1973. 

. described, Test methods that can be demonstrated 

to be at least equivalent in stress to the test specified 
are also acceptable; 

a specific test, the source design shall be.cqnsfrjered 
Unacceptable. If one of the two tested falts, an add- 
tional three units shall be subjected to the test. If all 
these pass, the source design shall be considered accept- 
able. If any fail, the source design shall be considered 
unacceptable. 

. 

hi the event that both of the source unit$ tixfed- faU 
. 

.. 

4.2 TestSpecificatons 
4.2.1 Temperature Test. The temperature shall be 

carried out in a furnace or oven having a test zone 
volume at least five times the volume of the test item. 
The temperature of the test chamber shafl be deter- 
mined by an appropriately calibrated temperature- 
measuring instrument. AU tests shall be performed in 
air. If a gas- or oil-€ired fumace is used for the tempera- 
ture test, an oxidizing atmosphere must be maintained 
at all times. 
The test chamber temperature shall be raised to 

80O0C f 2OoC prior to commencement of the test. 
When equilibrium is reached, the test specimen shall 
be inserted into the test chamber as quickly as possible 
and the chamber door closed. Tlming of the test shall 
begin after the temperature reequilibrates a t  8OO0C * 20'C. When this point is reached, the test specimen 
shall be exposed to the temperature envlronment for 
at least 60 minutes. Upon completion of this period of 
time, the chamber should be opened and the test source 
transferred, in 15 seconds or less, to water at a maxi- 
mum temperature of 15Oc. The water shall be flowing 
at a rate of at least 10 times the source volume per 
minute; or if the water is stationary, it shall have a 
volume of at least 20 times the source volume. 

Upon completion ofthe test, the test source shall 
be examined visually and subjected to an appropriate 
leakage test as descrlbed in American National Stan- 
dard N44.2-1973. 

4.22 Impact. The test unit shall be subjected to a 
free drop though a distance of 9 meters onto a flat, 
essentially unyielding, horizontal surface, strildng the 
surface in such a position as to suffer maximum dam- 
age, as far as It is practical to do so. Suitable surfaces 
include concrete., steel plate, and similar materials. . 

Upon completion of the test, the test source shall 
be examined visually and subjected to an appropriate 
leakage test as described in American National Standard 

4.23 Percussion. The test source shall be subjected 
N44.2-1973. 

to one impact on the most vulnerable surface, by the 
flat circular end of a 25cm-diameter steel rod weigh- 
ing 1.4 kg, dropped through a distance of 1 meter. The 
test source shall be placed on a sheet of lead of hardness 

8 
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